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Speakers, activities and surprises are being added weekly. Our
convention salt has been selected and will be made by
Jeremiah Lotton, third generation of the Lotton family to produce quality art glass. Jeremiah will also be speaking to our
group on making the convention salt as well as the history of
Lotton Art Glass. Other speakers include curators from the Williamsburg and Richmond museums, as well as some of our own
salt club members who will be presenting 30-minute programs
during our workshop sessions. We will be touring the DeWitt
Museum and participating in all the usual convention activities
such as two Buy and Sell sessions, Displays, Reverse Auction,
Hospitality Room, Spectacular Salt Raffle, Door Prizes, and
much more. Your registration will include two hot buffet breakfasts, two buffet lunches and the final evening Dinner Banquet.

by Donna Wolfe
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The first mailing is planned for early November and you will
receive registration information as well as the agenda and de- “Wood” You Know
tails on all the activities. OSCAR is excited to be hosting the 12th
NOSC in Williamsburg next September 22-25 and we hope that
Collector Spotlight
you will plan to join us for all of the festivities!
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EDITOR’S NOTES
While you are reading this issue, the
executive board of OSC is holding a 30
day online meeting until October 31 to
vote on a couple by-law changes. The
newsletter has been operating with the
same subscription fees since it’s inception in 2001. With the rising costs of
quality printing as well as postage, we
reluctantly must increase the subscription fees to $15/year. The rate will remain at $10/year for those who wish to
receive their issues via email.
The adjusted fees will ease the pressure
of such a tight budget when we wish to
increase the newsletter size, such as
this issue. They will also go a long way
to help fund our massive advertising
campaign to attract other collectors and
new members to our clubs and website.
That is, after all, one of the main reasons a national organization was created. We have already compiled a list of
well over 1000 antique shops and malls
across the country. Mailing begins soon.
If you do not subscribe to this National
Newsletter through a club, please don’t
forget to renew your subscription before January 31, 2011. And THANK YOU!

We also have an excellent opportunity to
give our passion for open salts a highly
visible and permanent display at the
West Virginia Museum of American
Glass. Details are being ironed out now
so it won’t be long. There will be more
news about this in the Spring 2011 issue.
While this issue was certainly an editing
challenge, it was also a lot of fun. I
learned a lot as I worked closely with Pat
Hennessey and Sandy Jzyk. All three of
us have a great sense of accomplishment
and Pat now also has more information
to share with other Belleek Collectors as
well. We hope you enjoy this extended
issue. There was so much information
we didn’t want to leave anything out.
I’d like to personally thank everyone
behind the scenes that was involved
with making this issue possible. Many
people photographed their salts and
provided the necessary measurements
to make the Belleek article as complete
as possible. Book authors also gave permission to scan and use pictures from
their books. If there’s any other Belleek
open salts out there, we’d certainly like
to know about them.

There is an index of all past issues
of the National Newsletter beginning
with the first issue in 2001. It is
on our website at opensalts.info
linked through the Newsletter section on the home page. For anyone
who does not have internet access
and would like a copy, please send a
SASE to:
Judy Johnson
OSC VP - Index
4475 Middle Cheshire Road
Canandaigua, NY 14424
As always, we welcome any articles
or suggestions on subjects you’d like
to know more about. Please contact
me at DRaitz@aol.com or call me at
248-528-9371 to discuss it.
Debi Raitz
OSC President
Below are the main articles of past
newsletters if you have a particular
interest, but the best bargain is the
CD with all the past newsletters for
just $30 including postage. You have
the option of printing them out yourself, downloading them to your own
computer, or just viewing the CD.

The National Newsletter is the official publication of Open Salt Collectors, a nonprofit organization dedicated to promoting and encouraging the study, collecting and preservation of
open salts. This is done through the publication of a national newsletter, maintaining an informational website, promoting membership in open salt collecting clubs, publishing informational and educational articles in collector publications, and through other means as may
be appropriate from time to time. The officers of Open Salt Collectors are: Debi Raitz, President; Judy Johnson, Vice President; Mike Zagwoski, Treasurer; and Debi Raitz, Website Manager.

# 1 - Fall 2001-Viking Ship Salts
# 2 - 2002-Mexican Silver Salts
# 3 - 2002-Pairpoint Glass; Bird Salts
# 4 - 2003-Am. Belleek; Sandwich Boat
# 5 - 2003-8th National Convention
# 6 - 2004-Chick Salts; Lusterware Salts
# 7 - 2004-Am. Belleek; Lacies; Yeoward
# 8 - 2005-Blue & White; Lacies
# 9 - 2005-9th Convention; Heisey; Lacies
#10- 2006-Chinese Export; Vaseline; Salt
#11- 2006-Limoges; Thrones; Early Glass
#12- 2007-Czech Salts; Wedgwood Salts
#13- 2007-Mocha; Irradiation; 10th Conv.
#14- 2008-V & A Museum; Irradiation
#15- 2008-V & A Museum; End of Collect.
#16- 2009-V & A Museum
#17- 2009-Anglo-Irish Salts; 11th Conv.
#18- 2010-Steuben Salts

The National Newsletter of Open Salt Collectors is published twice per year, in the spring and
fall. Subscriptions are available either directly or through any of the member clubs. The subscription rate is $15/year ($10/yr. email). Club information will appear in each spring issue
and is always on the website at www.opensalts.info. Direct subscriptions can be made by
sending your name, address, phone number, email address and check to Mike Zagwoski, OSC
Treasurer, 4182 Bunker Hill Drive S., Coopersburg, PA 18036.

Make check or money order payable to:
OPEN SALT COLLECTORS
c/o Mike Zagwoski
OSC Treasurer
4182 Bunker Hill Drive S
Coopersburg, PA 18036

VISIT US ON THE WEB AT: opensalts.info
Copyright 2010 Open Salt Collectors
While we encourage the dissemination of information about open salt collecting, we do like
to know in advance when and where material originally appearing in the National Newsletter
will be used. Please contact the editor (DRaitz@aol.com) if you would like to reprint anything
from this newsletter. When the publication occurs, we also ask that a copy of it be sent to the
editor.
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Irish Porcelain - It’s not just Shamrocks!
By Pat Hennessey and Sandra Jzyk
Over 150 years ago, Belleek Pottery became world famous for its craftsmanship, ingenuity, quality of local ingredients, and
variety of decorated, ornamental and service ware. With its intricate modeling, subtle coloring, and exquisite painting, this
enduring Irish tradition still flourishes today as a worldwide collectible.

Picture of the Belleek Pottery
located on the River Erne,
Belleek Village,
County Fermanagh,
Northern Ireland
From the 1993 book by
Richard K. Degenhardt.
Belleek Pottery has its origins in 1849 when John Caldwell Bloomfield inherited the Castle Caldwell estate which encompassed the village of Belleek. A survey of the land revealed rich raw materials of feldspar, flint, clay, shale and kaolin; all components needed to produce pottery. With the River Erne to power a water wheel and the materials at hand, the foundation
stone for a pottery works was laid in 1858. Partners were taken into the project and experienced potters were recruited
from England. At the 1872 Dublin Exposition, the Belleek Pottery exhibited domestic tableware as well as parian statues and
a complex double spouted Chinese tea urn. It won gold medals in both categories. Commissions came from Queen Victoria
and the Prince of Wales and a reputation was established. The first official launch in the United States came when Belleek
exhibited at the 1876 Philadelphia International Exhibition. At the 1880 Melbourne Exhibition and the 1900 Paris Exhibition,
Belleek was awarded more gold medals. World Wars I and II were difficult times for the pottery with military service cutting
into the work force and coal for firing the kilns difficult to obtain. Earthenware was produced during this period but its production ceased in 1946. In 1952 the first electric fired kiln was installed and utilized. Since that time the physical plant has
been modernized and expanded. The Visitors Centre with its Museum is a popular tourist destination in Co. Fermanagh and
well worth the trip to see the actual production of Belleek, visit the museum, sales room and have lunch or tea in the café
that serves on Belleek China.
The ownership of Belleek changed hands numerous times over the years until 1990 when the company was sold to United
States resident George Moore who grew up in Dundalk close to the Northern Ireland border. As chairman he has expanded
the company into a prestigious giftware group through the purchase of Aynsley China, Galway Crystal and Donegal China. He
and his team developed a business plan that enabled the group to weather the recent difficult economic times. In the United
States, the long established company Reed and Barton is the distributor of Belleek.
Americans are most familiar with the shamrock decorated pieces commonly displayed in Irish shops. Collectors know, however, there is an endless variety of Belleek patterns and types of pieces. Some love the translucent, delicately made parian
china. Others covet the sturdy earthenware that has endured for over a century in homes and institutions despite daily use.
Some Belleek is plain; other is gilded, crested or painted. Miniatures, baskets, tea ware, figures, vases, flower pots, centerpieces and salt cellars are some of the wonderful finds that collectors look to discover!
Belleek patterns come in many forms, textures and names. Some have been named after elements in the sea and land; Artichoke, Cone, Echinus, Grass, Holly, Ivy, Lily, Limpet, Neptune, Scroll, Thorn, Tridacna. Other patterns are Aberdeen, Blarney,
Celtic, Chinese, Erne, Fan, Finner, Hexagon, Institute, Lace, Sydney and Victoria. A few are named after specific employees
such as Henshall and Cleary. The current Belleek Head of Design, Fergus Cleary, is the grandson of the Pottery manager
James Cleary after whom a pattern was named - an example of the multigenerational and
talented - staff at the Belleek Pottery.
Continued on next page
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Thirty years ago the Belleek Collectors’ International Society was founded. Today over
twenty chapters bring together collectors from all over the world and provide a forum
for communication. Every two years an international convention is held. Chicago’s
Windy City Chapter will host the next gathering in the fall of 2011. Visitors are always
welcome. It is a wonderful opportunity to meet collectors, see beautiful Belleek and
learn more about this collectible china.
There is a large gilt trademark plaque mounted above the main entrance of The Belleek Pottery with the motto “Without Which None Is Genuine.” The Collectors’ International Society provided copies of it as pictured to founding members of the society.
Additional plaques were produced but they do not bear the back inscription “For
founding members.” The plaque pictured belonged to Pat Hennessey’s mother and is a
treasured family heirloom.

One of the stars of Pat’s Irish Belleek collection
is this tea set comprised of teapot, sugar and
creamer and two cups and saucers with tray in
the CONE pattern with butterscotch trim. Butterscotch is a rare trim color and the large 14 by
17 inch heavy tray in such excellent condition is
a real rarity. This set bears the second mark.
On the left is a unique Belleek pierced ware
three piece potpourri holder made up of the
holder with lid on a base. On the right is a second pierced ware item, a scent bottle in its
original marked leather case. Both pieces have
the first mark. Sorry but pierced ware cannot be
used as an open salt!
For more information about Belleek Collectors’ Society, the 2011 Chicago convention and/or chapters to join, you are invited to contact Patricia Hennessey, President, NY Area Empire Chapter at Hhennpa@aol.com or call her at 631-665-4680.
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Belleek Marks Through the Years
Marks and text are from the Belleek Pottery website www.belleek.ie.

1863 - 1890
First Black Mark

1891 - 1926
Second Black Mark

1926 - 1946
Third Black Mark

The colour of the mark during this period was predominantly black but other
colours were used, amongst them red, blue, orange, green, brown, and pink.
Some pieces of Belleek also carry the British Patent Office registration mark
which gives the date of registration, not the date the piece was manufactured. During this period Belleek also used impressed mark, with the words
"BELLEEK, CO. FERMANAGH" or "BELLEEK", or a small impressed mark of a
harp or harp and crown. The latter are more usually found on Earthenware
pieces.
The second mark used from 1891-1926 reflects the addition of a ribbon surrounding the lower half of the design for the first mark on which appears the
words "CO FERMANAGH IRELAND." The change in the trademark occurred in
1891 in compliance with the 1891 McKinley Tariff Act and the 1887 British
Merchandise Act as amended in 1891, requiring the country of origin to be
specified on the article. The mark is black. Wherever impressed marks were
used, particularly with figurines the word "IRELAND" is added. Sometimes
discolouration or fading is seen in this mark. Although it is not definite why
this occurred, it is likely that this product was made during the First World
War when materials were difficult to acquire and inferior materials were
used.

Introduced in 1926, possibly to mark the Wembley Exhibition of that year. It
also contains the registry mark "REG No 0857." Interestingly this registry
mark dates from 1884 but was only used from 1926! This mark is always
black and was used up to 1946. A round scroll with Celtic decoration and the
words "Deanta in Eireann" (Made in Ireland) added. On Earthenware, the
stamp Belleek changed to "Melvin Ware" in 1936 probably to distinguish it
from the more prestigious Parian China.

The Pottery resumed full production in 1946. In tests carried out on backstamps, green was felt to be less obtrusive than black at showing through the
translucent china and thus it was decided to change the colour from black to
green. The mark is identical to its predecessor in every way except the colour.

1946 - 1955
First Green or 4th Mark
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A capital "R" in a circle was added in 1955 to signify that the trademark had
been registered in the United States. The additional mark is placed immediately above the right hand tip of the banner with the words "CO FERMANAGH
IRELAND." The mark is Green.

1955 - 1965
Second Green or 5th Mark

The size of the mark was reduced in 1965 probably to accommodate placing
stamps on smaller pieces. The "R" in the circle moved to above the harp on
the main stamp. The mark is Green.

1965 - 1981
Third Green or 6th Mark

1981 - 1992
First Gold or 7th Mark

Jan. 1993 - Dec. 1996
8th Mark

Jan. 1997 - Dec. 1999
9th Mark
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In April 1980 the seventh mark was introduced to commemorate the centenary of Gold medal won at the Melbourne Exhibition of 1880. The colour was
changed to gold and the round disk with "deanta in eireann" was omitted At
some time around 1984 the gold colour on the mark was substituted with a
brown colour, the reason is not known but it is likely that the colour was
changed due to the gold burning off during firing.

The previous mark was earmarked to be changed in 1990 but due to changes
in personnel this date was missed and the mark was not changed until 1993.
Blue was chosen as the colour to differentiate it from other marks and it is
similar to the second mark in style with the addition of the "R" above the
harp.

This change was made due to purely technical reasons. There were a lot of
problems with the first blue mark with parts of the mark burning off during
firing. This resulted in a lot of pieces having to be re-fired with obvious added
costs. New artwork for Belleek packaging had been developed around the
same time and it was decided to use the opportunity to match both together.

This mark was introduced to mark the Millennium and is black with the additional legend above the mark "MILLENNIUM 2000" and "IRELAND" below the
mark. Limited to pieces made during the year 2000.

Year 2000 Only
Millenium Stamp
10th Mark

This dark green is a match of the colour used on earthenware during the first
period.

Jan. 2001 - 2006
11th Mark
The firm of David McBirney & Co. was formed in 1857 and the lease on the
pottery site signed. The lease was for a term of 999 years. Robert Armstrong
became the first manager and art director of the pottery and it is interesting
that the symbols chosen for the emblem of the Pottery were the Harp, Round
Tower and Wolfhound sitting on an island of shamrocks. These are all symbolic of Ireland. Perhaps chosen to proclaim the arrival of a new product of
Ireland. In turn Belleek itself became symbolic of Ireland and often emigrants
would bring a piece of Belleek with them to their new homes across the globe
to serve as reminder of “the old country.”

2007
150th Anniversary
12th Mark

One Hundred and fifty years later we proudly are issuing a new backstamp to
celebrate our background and history but equally to proclaim that we are
continuing to design and manufacture new products and are dynamically
striving to enhance and expand the appeal of Belleek.

Bringing us up to date is the newest brown 13th trademark that will probably
remain until at least 2017 when Belleek will hopefully celebrate its 160th
birthday!

2008-Present
13th Mark
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Irish Belleek Open Salt Cellars in Catalogs
The Belleek Pottery has produced a variety of open salts from its earliest days. Some are associated with dinner ware sets,
some with cruet sets and others are simply interesting pieces. Salts are shown in Belleek catalogs in 1904, 1928 and 1949 as
well as in an old Pottery photograph album showing some of the earliest pieces. Belleek collector Richard Degenhardt published his first comprehensive book on Belleek in 1978 and compiled a list of items made at that time. These lists are extensive but not totally complete. Even catalogs state that there are hundreds of items not listed in them due to space constraints
and the fact that experimental pieces and special orders were common. At times, there are samples on the market that never
went into production, truly unique pieces which are highly collectible.
In 2007, Fergus Cleary, the current Belleek Pottery Head of Design, compiled old black and white photographs, likely from the
1880-1904 time period. His book is called the Belleek Pottery Old Photograph Album and includes his notes on each photograph. The following are listed as open salts. No items numbers were used at that time.
•

Cardium Salt

•

Churn Salt

•

Churn Cruet with open salt

•

Clam Salt

•

Cleary Salt

•

Lily Cruet with open salt

•

Lily of the Valley Salt

•

Shamrock (shaped) Salt

•

Shell Scallop Salt

•

Wink Salt (also Winkle)

•

Worcester Salt
The top three salts match the
back row in photograph No. 23
taken from the Belleek Pottery
Old Photograph Album compiled by Fergus Cleary. They are
identified from left to right.
Wink Salt 3”
Cardium Salt 2-3/4”
and Clam Salt 2-1/2”
(Sizes are heights.)
The pictured salts are all from
the first period of 1863 to
1890, with the first and last salt
bearing the first black mark.
The middle salt has the very
early impressed mark that says
"Belleek Co Fermanagh" and a
black transfer mark.
The Cleary Salt and the Shell
Scallop Salt are in the foreground. It is very curious that
while the Cleary salt is abundant and easily collected, the
Shell Scallop does not appear
again in any later references or
catalogs. An example could not
be located through any Belleek
or open salt collectors.
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Shown in the 1904 and 1928 Belleek Pottery Catalogs, reprinted in both the Degenhardt and Langham books and used with permission here, are the following
open salt cellars:
•

Boat Salt

•

Churn Cruet (set in holder)*

•

Cleary Salt*

•

Dairy Salt, Pepper, Mustard

•

Diamond Salt

•

Salt (Plain Earthenware)

•

Hexagon Salt (star shape)

•

Lily Cruet (set in holder)*

•

Lily Salt*

•

Limpet Shell Salt

•

Shamrock Cruet (set in holder)

•

Shamrock (shaped) Salt*

•

Shamrock Salt, Pepper, Mustard

•

Shamrock Tub Salt, small size

•

Shamrock Tub Salt, large size

•

Shell Cruet (set in holder)

•

Tridacna Salt (pepper & mustard have different numbers)

•

Tub Salt, small size

•

Worcester Salt *

•

Tub Salt, large size

*Indicates item was mentioned in the Old Photograph Album

1904 Catalog Cover

Here are some additional items that were not assigned a specific purpose and
could be used as open salts:
•

Cardium on Coral, size 1*

•

Cardium on Shell, size 1*

•

Seahorse and Shell*

•

Swan, small size*

•

Triple Cardium, size 1*
*Indicates item was mentioned in the Old Photograph Album

There are many different patterns of tea ware that include an open sugar. These
measure about 3 inches in diameter (some larger, some smaller) and would be a
bit large to be in open salt collections. Due to space limitations, no open sugars
are listed with the exception of the Irish Pot. It is shown only as Irish Pot, size 1 the smallest of 5 sizes made - on one page, but also as a sugar with matching
creamer on another page. The following items were not made as open salt cellars, but are small enough in size that they might be found in salt collections:

1928 Catalog Cover

•

Boat Ash Tray

•

Irish Pot, size 1

•

Mussel Spoon

•

Toy Fern Pot

•

Triple Shell Trinket Stand

One of the delights of Belleek collecting is the fact that unusual pieces are found
from time to time. Perhaps there are some unlisted open salts out there to be
found! The 1928 Belleek Catalogue (sic) makes it clear that not all items are
listed. It states in the introduction: “Our intention is to convey a comprehensive
idea of our principal lines of manufacture and to illustrate only those of outstanding merit. There are hundreds which we are compelled to omit…”
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The Open Salts

Third Black Mark
1926-1946

The most recognizable Irish Belleek open
salt and easiest to acquire is this Shamrock
Ware salt that was produced from the time
of the first black mark through more recent
production. Here is an excellent example
that proves all items were not shown in all
catalogs. The mark tells collectors that this
particular salt was made in the 1926-1946
period when the third black mark was in
use. The salt comes with the shamrocks, or
shamrocks with gilt. The pale yellow luster
inside the bowl is called cob and often, but
not always, is on the entire inside of a piece
or on the exterior as a decorative touch.
Cob is used on many Irish Belleek pieces.

•
•
•
•
•

30 Belleek Shamrock Ware Open Salt
3-1/4” long
Rarity level: E
Painted shamrocks, gilt, cob interior
1904 as part of cruet, 1928 catalog

Some explanation of the numbering system should be made. When Richard Degenhardt wrote his Belleek reference book in
1978, he used existing numbers in the 1904 catalog and placed a “D” in front of them. The 1928 catalog was unnumbered.
Mr. Degenhardt gave the existing numbers to items repeated from 1904 and assigned new numbers beginning with D1100
to items appearing for the first time. Subsequent items bearing the Belleek mark have now been given numbers. Any open
salt should bear the Belleek mark or it is very questionable if it is an Irish Belleek piece. In the second edition of the book in
1993, Mr. Degenhardt added a list of items in current production at that time and numbered them without a “D.” The open
salt pictured above is No. 30. It is among the very popular and extensive list of items decorated with shamrocks.
The following pieces are either definitely open salts or could be used as such since some Belleek pieces were made in various
sizes with no particular use assigned to them. As salt collectors that means we can assign the designation of “open salt” to
the smallest of these if we wish.
Text boxes include the official or common usage name of the item followed by the size if it is known. Rarity levels developed
by author Marion Langham are from A to E, with E being the EEEasiest to find. The information in the text boxes comes partially from the Old Photograph Album compiled by Fergus Cleary as well as the 1904, 1928 and 1949 company catalogs and
reference books on Belleek. All the catalogs in which the items are pictured are mentioned. The black and white pictures are
from the catalog reprints found in the Fergus Cleary and Marion Langham books and used here with permission. Pictures of
items come from owners and past eBay auctions.
A later section shows several items that are definitely not designated as open salts, but open salt collectors may have them
in our collections. The information is only provided because we collectors tend to research to find the exact picture in a book
or catalog until we are satisfied we have found the maker and approximately when it was made. It seems best to include
smaller pieces that may be used for or mistaken for open salts. Omission could lead one to believe it was missed.

Open Salts and NonNon-Designated Items

•
•
•
•
•
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D129 Seahorse and Shell
4” long, 4-1/2” high
Rarity level: A
Pearl, pink pearl, pink tint, pink and gilt, turquoise and bronze
Album, 1904 catalog

•
•
•
•
•

D208 Irish Pot, Size 1
Tri-footed, 2-1/2” high
Rarity level: D
Various paint and gilt, shamrocks, crested
Album, 1904, renamed D233 in 1928 catalog, 1949 catalog

•
•
•
•
•

D255 Swan, Small Size
3-1/4” high
Rarity level: E
Various painted decorations and colors
Album, 1904, 1928, 1949 catalogs

•
•
•
•
•

D259 Cardium on Coral, Size 1
2-3/4” wide, 2” high
Rarity level: C
Various color tints
Album, 1904, 1928, 1949 catalogs

•
•
•
•
•

D260 Cardium on Shell, Size 1
3” diameter, 1-1/4” high
Rarity level: B
Various color tints
Album, 1904, 1928 as Neptune salt, 1949 catalogs

•
•
•
•
•

D264 Triple Cardium, Size 1
Some unmarked
Rarity level: C
Various color tints
Album, 1904, 1928, 1949
catalogs
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

D272 Limpet Footed Shell Salt
3” diameter, 2”high
Rarity level: E
Photographs show cob, green tint, pink tint and gilt
1904, 1928, 1949 catalogs

D273 Shamrock Salt
3.75”long, 3.25”wide, 1”high
Rarity level: B
Various paint tints
Album, 1904 catalog
•
•
•
•
•

D289 Tub Salt, Large Size
3” high
Rarity level: B
Various color tints
1904, 1928, 1949 catalogs

•
•
•
•
•

D290 Tub Salt, Small Size
2-3/4” wide, 1-1/4” high
Rarity level: B
Various color tints
1904, 1928, 1949 catalogs

•
•
•
•
•

D291 Hexagon Salt*
2-5/8” long, 2-5/8” wide, 1” high
Rarity level: A
Various color tints
1904 catalog

*Odd name for a 5-pointed star.

•
•
•
•
•
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D292 Boat Salt
3-3/8” long, 2” wide, 1” high
Rarity level: C
Various color tints
1904 catalog

•
•
•
•
•

D293 Diamond Salt
3-1/4” long, 2-3/8” wide, 1-1/4” high
Rarity level: B
Various color tints
1904 catalog

•
•
•
•
•

D294 Lily Salt
2-1/4” diameter, 1-1/4” high
Rarity level: A
Various color tints
1904 catalog

•
•
•
•
•

D295 Cleary Salt
3” diameter, 2”high
Rarity level: E
Shown are pink with gilt, purple, green, cob, painted flowers and blue in holder.
Album, 1904, 1928 catalogs

•
•
•
•
•

D298 Salt, Pepper, Mustard Shamrock Cruet Set
Rare as a set, Shamrock salt alone is common.
Rarity level: C
Catalog shows gilt and possibly cob interior
Cruet set in 1904 catalog, salt only in 1928 catalog

•
•
•
•
•

D299 Salt, Pepper, Mustard Dairy Cruet Set
Rare as a set. Salt shape looks like D290.
Rarity level: B
Shown with pink tint and gilt
1904 catalog
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•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•

D316 Worcester Salt
size
Rarity level: B
Unknown colors
1904 catalog

•
•
•
•
•

D619 Shell Cruet
Salt size:
Rarity level: B
Various color tints, shown with cob.
1904 catalog

•
•
•
•
•

D620 Lily Cruet
Salt size 2-1/4“ wide, 1-1/4” high
Rarity level: A
Various color tints, shown with pink
Album, 1904 catalog

•
•
•
•
•

D708 Shamrock Shaped Cruet
Size unknown
Rarity level: B
Unknown colors
1904 catalog

D618 Churn Cruet
Salt 2-1/8” diameter, 1” high
Rarity level: B
Unknown colors, gilt, cob
Album, 1904 catalog

•
•
•
•
•

D1026 Earthenware Salt w/D1027 Pepper and D1028 Mustard
Size unknown
Rarity level: B
Unknown colors, shown plain
1904 catalog

•
•
•
•
•

D1349 Tridacna Salt
Salt size: 3” high, 1-1/4” wide
Rarity level: B
Various color tints, shown with cob
1928 catalog

•
•
•
•
•

D1564 Shamrock Tub Salt, Large Size
3” high
Rarity level: B
Painted shamrock, gilt, cob
1928 catalog

•
•
•
•
•

D1565 Shamrock Tub Salt, Small Size
3” diameter, 1” high,
Rarity level: B
Painted shamrock, gilt, cob
1928 catalog

•
•
•
•
•

Lily of the Valley Salt
Size unknown
Rarity level: A
Unknown colors
Album only

•
•
•
•
•

Wink or Winkle Salt
3-7/8” long, 2-1/2 wide”
Rarity level: B
Various color tints, cob
Unlisted – Bears the 1st mark

•
•
•
•
•

Oval Salt
2-1/2" long, 1-3/4" wide, 1-1/8" high
Rarity level: A
Unknown colors, shown with gilt
Unlisted – Bears the 1st mark
*Ribbed design common in round parian tumblers.

Picture shown is a photograph,
not drawing, from the Old Photo
Album, but no known examples
could be located.
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Could Be Open Salts Items

•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•

D210 Fern Toy Flower Pot
2.5 “ high
Rarity level: B
Unknown colors
1904 catalog

•
•
•
•
•

D229 Boat Ash Tray
Varies, some 2” high, 4.5” wide
Rarity level: D
Various color tints, gilt, cob
Album, 1904, 1928, 1949 catalogs
*Called Boat Cigar Tray in Album

•
•
•
•
•

D297 Mussel Spoon
size unknown
Rarity level: A
Unknown colors
1904 catalog

•
•
•
•
•

D277 Triple Shell Trinket Stand
Size unknown
Rarity level: A
Unknown colors
1904 catalog

D1305 Irish Shamrock Pot
2-1/2” high
Rarity level: D
Painted shamrocks, gilt, cob
1928 (Shown as sugar), 1949 catalogs

Some of these items are older and some are new. These items, or parts of these items, could be mistaken for open salts. Trinket boxes missing their lids are an excellent size for a salt. The top three items
are labeled for their intended use. The rest are trinket boxes.

Votive Holder

Toy Creamer & Sugar

Pill Box

Two beautiful salts that were modeled after the Irish Belleek Cleary salt, Lenox on the left and Noritake on the right.
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Sites of Interest
Belleek Pottery Ltd., Co. Fermanagh, Northern Ireland
www.belleek.ie
Reed and Barton, US Distributor of Belleek
www.belleekstore.com
Florida’s Belleek Collectors’ Society Sunshine Chapter
www.sunshinechapter.com
United Kingdom Chapter and Publication
www.belleek.org.uk

Individuals with expertise in Irish Belleek
Olga Clarke, Co. Fermanagh, Northern Ireland
011-442-8686-28377
Specializes in Belleek and Irish antiques
Nanci Levine, Antiques Market, New Haven, CT
203-389-4786, chivas1nh@comcast.net
Sells on eBay as Chivas1nh
Specializes in Belleek and Wedgwood
Kathleen and William Mitchell, 650-588-4894
Old Pump Antiques, PO Box 774, San Bruno, CA
Specializes in 18th and 19th Century Porcelain: Irish and American Belleek, Dresden, Meissen
Kathleen Mitchell is also an open salt collector and the treasurer of OSSOTW in Northern California.

Special thanks
Pat Hennessey, who enlisted the help of Belleek collectors in the UK as well as the USA for pictures and information.
Sandy Jzyk, who found Pat and also provided many pictures and size information from her collection.
Ed Bowman, who scours eBay regularly and records pictures, sizes and prices realized for open salts.
Authors Lady Marion Langham and Fergus Cleary for permission to copy and use information and pictures from their books.

Pictured above is the Archive Collection 2009 figurine called "The Prisoner of Love" and is 26" tall. The original was shown at
the Dublin Exposition of 1872 and was likely the centerpiece of display there with only a few made at that time. Special 2009
limited edition of 25 were made to celebrate 150 years of Belleek Pottery. The Archive Collection pieces are often limited
editions, individually numbered...and a variety of price points. Only 650 pieces of a little pig at 2-1/2" high were made. Only
350 of a stunning basket were made, and 600 of a Celtic teapot, but 2000 each of a plate and a vase.
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Mary Asks…

by Mary Kern

Toward the end of last year I started to "re-direct" my collection. At least, the displaying and new purchases portions. I have
always loved the clunky old masters and will continue to give them a safe home no matter how chipped or cracked they may
be. To me they were the "work horses" of family life and deserve a peaceful rest for time served on the family table. In this
new venture of displaying fewer salts so that they can be seen better I have spent a great deal of time with my collection. As I
was deciding the theme and placement of salts on each shelf, I realized that I had several salts that certainly were never sold
as or meant to be Open Salts. Should this bother me -- I think not! I know the saying we all use - "If it holds salt....." But at the
same time, I see discussions and hear talk about something being sold or displayed as a salt when we know it really isn't.

I truly do know that my winged piggy and kitty were sold for some reason other than the holding of salt at the dinner table,
that my Bimini reindeer was originally sold as an ashtray for cigars and my little German girl and kitten is a match safe with
the baskets to hold used and unused matches - not salt and toothpicks. I am not truly convinced that my double Capodimonte was really made as a salt. I do not care! They fit in with ease and I adore them. I am not going to tell them they have
to go somewhere else because they only LOOK like salts.
I decided to ask a few fellow collectors what their outlook was on this intermingling of "whatevers" with our known to be
open salts and thankfully I got nice responses and even some beautiful pictures.
Joan Feasler from
New Jersey, one of my
answer sources, began her collecting with
a single intaglio. One
simple intaglio has led
to over 300 of them
and as you can see by
the pictures each one
more
magnificent
than the other. I think
she has more jewels
there than Zsa Zsa Gabor. Not to be held to only one sub-collection, Joan also has managed to acquire most of the designs
and color combinations of Fostoria's nut cups in pattern numbers 2374, 4020 and 4095. Joan stated her feelings as follows: "I
believe that 90% of the excitement of collecting is finding things you really love and are meaningful to you. If you limit your
purchases to only "pure salts" I feel you are taking the fun out of finding those special treasures that will provide you with
many fond memories for years to come. I still smile every time I look at my two favorite sub-collections."

Continued next page
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Mary Asks…

by Mary Kern

P.J. Thompson returned from her trip to Russia with a
"handled salt". In Russia it works better as a punch cup
with the handle to hang it from the bowl. I love her story
on the three bottle stoppers... "I purchased one from an
antique dealer that insisted it was an open salt even
though I told him of our clubs, reference books and even showed him a bottle it would fit
into. He still insisted. It was sold to him as an open salt, and by gum, that's what it is!"
Diane Wittik, newsletter editor for MOSS took it right to the core and said it simply. "I am pure of heart and all of my salts are
displayed together in one place (well, actually several curio cabinets), but then so are my collections of finger vases and sand
pails and salt crocks. Collecting is like beauty, it's in the eye of the beholder. It's what you enjoy. Just collect it." Hmmm, We
may have to get back with Diane later and do a future column on multiple-collecting syndrome. I hear it’s rampant.
Even though Sharon Finnecy, one of our trusted sellers in Arizona, has been collecting for several years she still considers herself a novice collector. I know a lot of
Sharon's pieces not only from club meetings, but also eBay, and she is not a novice. In the beginning of her collecting she did like most of us - “Hey, it's small, it's
round, it's gotta be a salt." Working without books or communications with other
collectors allowed her to accumulate many salts. Once she found other collectors
and some of our books, confusion set in. Why were so many non-salts being sold
as salts? Because they fit so well and they hold salt. Sharon put her thoughts quite
nicely. "If my goal was a museum-worthy collection, then I would opt for the purist
vein, but I just cannot imagine my personal collection without the beautiful intaglios, and the range of colors in the Fostoria nut cups, or the craftsmanship in the plique-a-jour pieces. The clear toy berry
bowls still fascinate me, and the artwork on the saki cups and sauce cups still never ceases to amaze me. If I were to take a
purist view with my collection, not only would it be considerably smaller, it would also be much less interesting."
My final guest is Wilfred
Cohen. Some of you may
not know that Wilf is considered an expert on several of the high end quality
glass makers. He authored
a very definitive book on
the glass of C. F. Monroe
and though it is no longer
in print, copies are still sought after by collectors. If I want to know anything about art glass, I ask Wilf first. He sent three pictures to add to the drooling process. The first is not a salt and here are his exact words: "A gorgeous piece of Webb burmese,
with outstanding decoration of their butterfly and prunis blossoms. It has a peg on the bottom, and a mirror has been fashioned to hold it. I bought it knowing that it was a "marriage," because it is a beautiful piece, and my love of burmese. It was
probably part of a epergne or sociable. It's 2-1/2" diameter." It worked out well with Wilfred being last as he also sent pictures of salts he does not feel have ever been seen before. They are not in any of the books and he has not come across duplicates in all his travels. Again in Wilfred's own words," A true open salt in American cranberry opalescent glass. This glass
was the rage in pattern glass in collecting circles in the U.S. in the '80's and 90's, and prices were driven sky high. I have never
seen an open salt before in this popular glass! It measures 2-3/4" diameter." And last, "A glass open salt with silver overlay
and enameling, possibly European from the early 1900's. The compendium shows a salt on pages 86 (Loetz), 113 (clear glass),
and 242 (ceramic) with silver overlay. It's 3-3/8" diameter."
I am glad that he was willing to share his pictures with us as this also leads to the next issue. Do you have a salt that you cannot find in the books, have never seen another at a club meeting, on eBay or in a store? Please contact me and let's see what
information we can get on them or even perhaps a mate is out there in salt land. (marykernsd@cox.net)
I want to thank all of you who let me "drop your name" in this issue but even more so for making this column possible this
time.
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“WOOD” You Know?

by Craig & Lisa Tiedeman

Did you
know
you can
hide under,
sit on,
walk on,
and
even cook
with
Mesquite?

The Mesquite tree (Prosopis) has many varieties, including Black Mesquite (Prosopis Nigra), which are spiny, dense
trees with beanlike pods, growing 30 to 50 foot in height. They are primarily found in Western North America, and
thrive in the desert. They are an extremely useful part of the desert, creating shade, and the pods from the Mesquite are sweet and are part of the desert coyote,
ground squirrel, and chipmunk diet during the
hottest summer months. The Mesquite, which is
protected by its thorns, is largely responsible for
humans having inhabited the desert area for well
over 10,000 years. Mesquite Wood is prized for
its strength, beauty, and the enjoyable flavor it
gives to meats that are cooked over fires made
with it. It is an amazing and exceptionally useful
hardwood for furniture, flooring, and even more
useful in its natural desert environment!

Visit Craig’s selling page on the website for some unique items.

Table salt of Mesquite wood
designed and crafted by
Craig Tiedeman.

DOULTON OPEN SALTS by Elaine Cooper
Hardcover book is $40.00 plus $3.00 for media mail or
$4.95 for priority mail. California residents add $3.50 sales tax.
Checks or money orders may be sent to:
Elaine Cooper
P.O. Box 665
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240
Visit Elaine’s Buy & Sell page on the website at www.opensalts.info
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Collector Spotlight - Lyleann Walker

T

hanks to Grandma

Some of you may have already heard
this story. When I was a little girl..a
long time ago...it was my duty to fill
the salts for the holiday meals.
Grandma had the famous “pig” salts.
So I filled them all, set them at each
place setting and we were then able to
dip our celery and carrots into them.
We were not lucky enough to have our
own precious sterling spoons at that
time. I was always curious about the
salts. When, where, and how were
they made? Those thoughts were often on my mind. After Jim and I were
Lyleann and Jim Walker
married and we had children, one day
we started “yard sale” shopping. At
that time we lived in Harrisburg, PA. So off we went on our Saturday adventures. We came to a house
in Harrisburg and there on a table was this pedestal salt. I got very excited
and purchased it for 50 cents. It was an ironstone salt from the 1800's. Jim
did not know at all what I was talking about...but then sometimes he
never does! So we went home and I proudly displayed it in my curio cabinet. At that time, daughters Lisa and Laurie were in college so I ventured
into the antique business because it was always an interest of mine. I had
purchased my first quilt and crock when I was 15 years old at an auction
and still have them in our home.
I became a dealer in
Zeigler’s Antique Store in
Hershey, PA. It was there
that I met LeeAnne. She
was very involved with selling salts as well as other
items. So that peaked my
interest again in Grandma’s
salts. LeeAnne told me all
about them and I started
purchasing them from her.
Then she invited me to an OSCAR meeting at the Berg’s home in Delaware. The time was 1988 and I
met such lovely “salty friends” at the meeting. The Tompkins and Cackey Marsden, just to name a few.
Upon seeing Ed and Kay’s collection I was in awe of such beautiful items. And so my adventure began.
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Jim and I started hunting for them everywhere, every weekend, anywhere
we traveled. It was lots of fun. When we moved to New Jersey from Harrisburg the movers wanted to know what all these little “dishes” were
and they were not happy that they had to wrap each and every one for
their new home. They did a good job and we only lost one which was a
mercury master. I think they thought it was silver instead of delicate
glass. Now our collection was numbering in the hundreds. Once we were
in New Jersey we went crazy! Now we have over 1500 in our personal
collection - six curio cabinets full of the little beauties.

My favorites salts are the
pedestal style from England and Ireland, both
round and boat shapes. I
have them in clear and
every color, pressed and
cut, and they make me
smile every time I look at
them and wonder all
about their “other life.”

Secondly, we have 37 Lacies of
which we are very proud,
three Stiegel types and lots of
china and cut glass. When we
found our first Stiegel we were
in a shop in Lancaster, PA. In
the corner of a cabinet was
this “little old salt,” that’s exactly what was on the label. I
asked to see it and we purchased it. I think I skipped out
of the store. I could do that
back then. Once again, Jim
thought I was a little goofy.

While in Harrisburg and New Jersey we were also very involved in antique
shows. With my little corner of salts for sale we met many lovely people.
Many of which I convinced then to come to a meeting and share our fun.
There was Donna Wolfe, Jim Cole, Sally Hegedus and the Rudisills just to
name a few. Nina Robinson even stopped by at one of our shows, the Eastern National, and purchased a Stahl pottery salt I had for sale. It is now pictured in the Open Salt Compendium.
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To date, we have been in antique stores in Pt. Pleasant Beach and
Smithville, NJ. At the present time I have a business on the internet
called “Saltinanas Salt and China Treasures.” It is lots of fun and we
have met very wonderful “salty friends” from all over the world. Our
little treasures have traveled to Japan, Australia, England, Canada, Italy
and France. So salt collecting is truly an international hobby.
My latest addition is the beautiful green Battersea salt that Jim found
for me in a shop in New Jersey. Now he knows how exciting it is to find
something truly special so I guess I’m not so goofy anymore.
It has been so much fun learning about all the beautiful open salts that have been made over the centuries. And I do hope that each and every one of you is just as excited about your little “beauties” as
Jim and I are today. And I certainly thank Grandma!
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